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Executive Summary
How severely has COVID-19 affected supply chains, and what’s next for procurement and supply chain leaders?
After surveying over 600 procurement, supply chain and business leaders, Procurious’ Supply Chain Confidence and
Recovery Index revealed the disruption was more severe and pervasive than anyone could have imagined.
In fact, 97% of organisations surveyed reported a pandemic-related supply chain disruption.
While the extent of the impact is no longer surprising, the disruption offers a clear and urgent call-to-action for
global organisations to rethink and rebuild both their supplier relationship management processes and their supply
chain risk management strategies from the ground floor.
On the following pages, this report – sponsored by riskmethods – takes a deep dive into Procurious’ analysis, with a
focus on supply chain risk management.
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Procurious found that:

Caught Off Guard:
Supply Chain Blind Spots
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Most global supply chains were caught completely
off guard by the crisis. According to Procurious’
research, over 80% of respondents were affected
by at least one of the following issues:
39% were blinded by a lack of insight into
supplier and geographic risk
29% admitted to not understanding the
upstream supply chains of their suppliers
27% didn’t have the tools and agility to respond
fast enough
25% were held back by a lack of analytics
These challenges uncovered weak spots in the risk
management of many organisations in 2020: Too
many businesses struggled to quickly identify their
risk, see the global interconnectedness across
their supply chain and assess the potential impact.
This dynamic made it impossible to prioritise risks
and respond quickly and effectively.
The lack of visibility, data and agility fanned the
flames, enabling the disruption to spread like
wildfire from supplier to supplier.
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The hardest-hit
companies
were more
than 50% likely
to have multiple
key suppliers
go out of
business due to
COVID-19

30% of CEOs
had a
supplier
declare Force
Majeure

Item 1
65%

65% of
organisations
were forced to
source
alternative
suppliers for
affected
categories

Today, the financial picture remains unclear and
unpredictable. When asked about associated
impacts such as supplier bankruptcies, Force
Majeure and payment deferrals, over half of
respondents said it’s either too early to tell, or
that they are yet to experience these issues.
With restrictions beginning to loosen and many
economies across the world coming back online,
the situation on the ground is fluid. The economy
and job market remain in flux, and COVID-19
hotspots continue to pop up across the globe.

Our take: many companies realise that
it’s time to re-evaluate how they identify,
manage and mitigate supply chain risk.

Rethinking Supply Chain Risk
Management Strategies: Building Reliable
and Resilient Supply Networks
The majority of respondents (73%) are planning
significant procurement and supply chain strategy
shifts post-pandemic. For many, this means
increased investments in supply chain and
procurement technology – especially supplier risk
management solutions, and emerging technologies
such as predictive analytics, artificial intelligence
and machine learning.
Reflecting on the crisis, the No. 1 technology
regret during COVID-19 was failing to invest in
supplier risk and management technology prepandemic. But COVID-19 was not the first seismic
supply chain risk event – and it won’t be the last.
Which begs the question: why were so many
organisations caught off-guard, and what do they
need to do differently moving forward?
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The Hiccup:

The Hurdle:

The Hornets’ Nest:

Part of the problem stems from
outdated and reactive, and in
some cases, underinvested,
approaches to supply chain risk
management. Many traditional
procurement technology stacks
primarily leverage SRM
functionality to manage supplier
risk, while relying on point-intime supplier risk assessments
and on-site audits.

The challenge with this approach:
risk waits for no one. COVID-19
brought the world to a literal halt
overnight. The impact was so
sudden and severe that the data
most procurement teams were
relying on became outdated in a
matter of minutes. To make
matters worse, travel restrictions
and quarantines rendered on-site
audit attempts futile.

The complexity and interconnectedness
of today’s globalised supply chains
hindered visibility and slowed response
times. Not only did organisations
struggle to identify which suppliers were
most at risk, they also couldn’t see the
interdependencies across the various
tiers of their supply base, which made it
significantly more difficult to slow the
cascading effect of risk across their
business.

While the immediate crisis has abated for most businesses, the global supply chain remains vulnerable. Most economists
expect a second wave of bankruptcies – with one recognised expert predicting the amount of large bankruptcies (at
least $100M) will challenge the record set after the 2008 financial crisis. Geographic fluctuations in infections will
continue to affect capacity, production, logistics and overall supplier health. And with everyone’s attention focused
almost entirely on the pandemic – coupled with a rush to reopen – the crisis is distracting executives from other
enterprise risks that have always been there, such as cybersecurity, climate change, and employee health and safety.
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Post-Pandemic Supply Chain Risk
Management
It’s time to act and equip procurement and supply chain leaders with the resources they need to succeed. There are a
number of strategy changes and investment options organisations can consider for building more resilient and reliable
supply networks.
Here are 10 shifts and considerations making the rounds in the Procurious community:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Investing in real-time supplier risk monitoring
Increasing supply base transparency, sub-tier visibility and risk prioritisation
Expanding the types of risk that procurement actively monitors
Applying predictive analytics, artificial intelligence and machine learning to predict and
model risk scenarios and outcomes
Increasing the weight put into supplier risk, financial viability and reliability factors in
sourcing decisions
Enhancing SRM practices to make risk an equal pillar to cost and performance
Increasing nearshoring or regional sourcing
Developing larger supply bases and eliminating single-source supplier strategies
Fostering stronger integration and collaboration between supply chain,
procurement, executive and enterprise risk management functions
Creating and fostering a risk-aware enterprise culture

COVID-19 was not the first catastrophic risk event – and it won’t
be the last. The responsibility rests with executive teams,
procurement and supply chain leadership to honestly evaluate
their response and current exposure, invest in the right
technologies and to make the necessary strategy changes today
to aid recovery efforts and protect against whatever comes
tomorrow.

What do you think? Let us know your take!

Procurious is an online business network for the new generation
of procurement and supply chain professionals. Join Procurious
if you want to:
Learn how your peers are managing the COVID-19 crisis
Get access to the latest news, advice and best practices
Build your personal brand
Advance your career
Network with peers, thought leaders and decision makers
Develop skills through online trainings
What have you done to advance your career lately? Make
Procurious part of your daily routine today – it could be the
single most important thing you do for yourself – and it’s free.
Become a member.

riskmethods empowers businesses to identify, assess and
mitigate supply chain risk. By using artificial intelligence, we
help customers automate and accelerate threat detection,
enabling them to gain competitive advantage with a wellmanaged approach to meeting customer demands, protecting
reputation and reducing total cost of risk. To learn more about
why riskmethods is the intelligent way to manage risk, visit
https://www.riskmethods.net/ or connect with us on LinkedIn.
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